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VERSE 1
		  D			       A
I m pushing up daisies, I wish they were roses
		 Em			 G      A
I feel like I m drowning but nobody knows it
		  D			       A
I m pushing up daisies, I wish they were roses
		  Em			 G  A
I feel like I m dying, just want you to notice

PRE CHORUS
Em
Somehow the grave has captured me
Bm
Show me the man I used to be
D					      A
Just when I feel my breath is running out

CHORUS
			    D			 G
The earth moves and You find me, alive but unworthy
	       Bm		     A
Broken and empty, but You don t care
		        D			    G
&#8216;Cause You are my rapture, You are my Savior
Bm			 A
When all my hope is gone, I reach for You
		     D	 G
You are my rescue
		     Bm    A
You are my rescue

VERSE 2
		    D			  A
I m swimming to safety, but even with my best
		    Em				 G      A
If I don t see that rope soon, this might be my last breath

(PRE CHORUS)

			    D			 G
The earth moves and You find me, alive but unworthy



	       Bm		     A
Broken and empty, but You don t care
		        D			    G
&#8216;Cause You are my rapture, You are my Savior
Bm			 A
When all my hope is gone, I reach for You
		 Bm
You are my rescue

BRIDGE

Don t let me drown
	   D
Can You hear me?
	 A
&#8216;Cause I am
	   Bm
Calling out

I m underground
	      D	    A
Won t You pull me out

CHORUS
			    D			 G
The earth moves and You find me, alive but unworthy
	       Bm		     A
Broken and empty, but You don t care
		        D			    G
&#8216;Cause You are my rapture, You are my Savior
Bm			 A
When all my hope is gone, I reach for You
		     D	 G
You are my rescue
		     Bm    A
You are my rescue
			     D	 G
Yeah, You are my rescue
			     Bm    A
Yeah, You are my rescue

OUTRO
		  D			       A
I m pushing up daisies, I wish they were roses
		 Em			 G      A
I feel like I m drowning just want you to notice

---------------------------------------------------------
Note: these may not be right, please rate.  These are guitar chords.  They are
not the
piano chords (i.e. they do not have the right bass).  Also, the chords are not
in the
places, im sorry, it just wouldnt work.  This song is supposed to come out on CD



on June 
2008&#8230;I think.  Anyway, to God be the glory forever and ever more!


